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Since its inception, Trimont has been helping clients 

achieve their business objectives by providing passionate, 

world-class service and distinctive results. We believe that 

service excellence is best achieved through subject-matter 

expertise and a globally integrated service model.  

However, as we work to continuously advance our culture 

of service excellence, we are also mindful of our 

responsibilities towards sound environmental, social, and 

governance policies that support our clients, our industry, 

our communities, and our planet. Trimont understands 

that these factors are important drivers of long-term 

success, by the impact they have on our clients’ 

businesses, as well as our own. Trimont will continue to 

innovate and exemplify how actionable, prudent ESG 

policy can collectively advance our best interests and our 

industry as a whole. 

SCOPE  

 EN VIRON MEN TAL  

The transition to a low carbon-footprint economy requires a society 

more accepting and responsive to environmental policy and 

regulation. Taking action to institute eco-friendly policies affords 

everyone a better quality of living and sustainable, global 

opportunities down the road. Trimont takes responsibility for the 

future of our planet by ensuring our actions and decisions have a 

positive global impact on the planet and the environment, as well as 

our business. 

2019 was a foundational year for Trimont as we were able to set into 

motion several green initiatives that allowed us to establish a 

standard by which to improve upon. 

The issue of overused non-biodegradable plastics in the corporate 

setting was a logical place for Trimont to begin its journey towards 

responsible waste reduction and overall environmental stewardship. 

Our latest initiative replaces plastic consumables like cups and 

silverware with biodegradable equivalents. We will continue to grow 

our recycling program in order to increase the responsible disposal 

of reusable paper, cardboard, plastics, etc. through clearly marked 

receptacles in each office. 

Trimont has also introduced composting as a standard practice 

to further reduce its waste footprint. The compost material is then 

donated to local farms. 

As a globally integrated plan, Trimont has reduced paper and 

toner usage by implementing a more comprehensive digital plan 

for sharing information. Energy consumption has also been 

reduced by employing simple, motion-sensing lighting in 

bathrooms and workspaces. 

Other environmental initiatives include Trimont’s employee 

reimbursements for public transportation costs in lieu of office 

parking which allows us to reduce total car miles, traffic and 

carbon emissions. Additionally, our proven work-from-home 

policy and technologies enable employees to work from home

on a limited basis, further lessening commutes, congestion and 

environmental impacts. 
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SOCIAL 

Diversity and inclusion are central themes throughout Trimont. We believe that 

diversity and inclusion play an integral role in the quality and depth of our service 

offering by hiring and empowering people from a range of backgrounds. While 

gender diversity is critical, we also view diversity as something much broader, 

inclusive of race, sexual orientation, ethnicity, geography, and language. 

Trimont continues to be an industry leader in hiring and career-tracking diversity.  For 

example, our global employee base is roughly 55-45(%) male to female. In addition, 

we are working to advance our female professionals into key leadership and 

influencer roles. A good example of this is Trimont’s Global Advisory Council, which 

acts as a senior advisory board to the CEO and Board of Directors, also being 55-

45(%) male to female.   

Trimont has also implemented a program to mentor newer female employees by 

aligning them with more experienced female professionals. Trimont has also recently 

launched its Elevate program, a global women’s forum for Trimont employees to 

better examine, understand and advance the issues that are particularly unique to 

women and their professional careers.  Finally, Trimont is working to be an industry-

wide leader on the topic of diversity and inclusion.  For example, Trimont has been 

and will continue to be a lead sponsor for NYU’s National Symposium on Women in 

Real Estate, advancing both academic and practical solutions for women in 

commercial real estate and financial services. 

Our ambition to be an example for the industry with diversity and inclusion has led 

to changes in our recruiting practices.  At Trimont, we value attitude and desire to 

serve over specific backgrounds and previous experience. There are many skills that 

we can train for, but ambition and service excellence are difficult to teach and, as 

such, we seek those attributes first.   

When it comes to professional development, we rely on our own native learning 

platform, Trimont University.  TU, developed in collaboration with NYU’s School of 

Professional Studies and the Schack Institute of Real Estate, provides both online and 

live classroom training to every Trimont employee around the world.  TU students 

can earn a variety of certifications from NYU through our academic programs.  TU is 

provided to our employees free of charge. 
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Serving is a fundamental core of Trimont.  It encompasses both service to our clients and our communities. Our community outreach program, 

Trimont Serves, takes an active role in a wide range of charities, social missions, sponsorships, and community benefits. These include (but may 

vary) among many others: the Bradford House, Salvation Army, PAWS, The PROPS Awards, Women in Need Foundation, Feinstein Inst itute for 

Medical Research, and The Atlanta Opera. Along with Trimont’s internal charity programs and activities, we also allow employees to take 8 hours 

of paid volunteer time each year for a philanthropic event of their choosing. 



As previously mentioned, a central theme to governance at Trimont 

is based upon diversity and inclusion but also safety of thought and 

expression. This is a difficult task and one we are constantly striving 

to improve. What one might deem safe, another might find 

uncomfortable or intimidating.  This is where we lean on our other 

initiatives including the Global Advisory Council, Elevate and the 

Executive Operating Committee to advance better governance. 

Another key aspect of governance at Trimont includes our efforts to 

keep our people informed. For example, we host quarterly, global 

Town Halls where we discuss the state of the business, our successes, 

challenges, goals, and objectives. We find it’s much easier to bring 

our team along and drive both economic and professional success 

when we are totally aligned on the “why”.   

Indeed, we focus heavily on the “why” at Trimont – why we do what 

we do is much more important than “what” we do or “how” we do it. 

First, there is more than one path to a successful outcome.  Second, 

we believe that professional success and personal satisfaction are 

best revealed when we approach our work from the “why” 

perspective.  Finally, by focusing on the “why”, we mitigate the risks 

for micro-management while increasing service quality and 

responsiveness.   

Our first priority (our collective “why”) is to be our clients’ trusted 

partner. Therefore, every action taken by a Trimont employee, 

whether rehearsed or improvised due to the immediate needs of our 

clients, is guided by this single purpose. 
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Trimont is a global commercial real estate services provider specializing in the asset management of complex performing and non-performing 

credit on behalf of commercial real estate lenders and investors around the world. Trimont also excels at loan servicing, fac ility and security 

agency, cash management, fund and asset level accounting, underwriting, due diligence, and leading technologies that better help clients 

manage risk and return. Since inception, Trimont has asset managed more than 26,000 transactions, representing in excess of $ 407 Billion of 

their clients’ invested capital on more than $550 Billion in asset values, including more than $55 Billion in construction loans, encompassing 

work in 64 countries.  Trimont operates globally from offices in Amsterdam, Atlanta, Dallas, Kansas City, London, Los Angeles , New York, and 

Sydney. Trimont is highly rated by Standard & Poor's and Fitch and is reviewed by Kroll in the United States and Europe.  
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